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PSCPets Joint Support Soft Chews Makes Giving Dogs a Joint Supplement Enjoyable Again! 

Make the struggle of getting your dog to eat his joint supplement a thing of the past! 

Menomonie, Wisc., Jan. 19, 2012 –  More than ever before, pets are truly furry family members and pet 

parents now have access to supplements that can help their pets live longer and healthier lives. In the past, 

helping a family dog live with joint pain used to require an expensive trip to the vet and a daily battle 

when trying to administer the prescribed medication, even when it did not taste appealing. However, this 

daily struggle can now be avoided thanks to PSCPets Joint Support Soft Chews for Dogs, which makes 

providing a joint supplement truly enjoyable for the both the pet parent and their dog.   

 

As dogs age the damage to their joints accumulates over time from normal, everyday wear and tear. Joint 

pain can occur in dogs of all ages, breeds, and sizes, but is increasingly prevalent in senior dogs. Although 

this is part of the aging process for all species, there are supplements available to help increase and 

prolong a dog’s overall joint health and mobility. One of the biggest struggles that pet parents face when 

choosing a joint supplement is trying to find a product that their dog will willing ingest. Now, thanks to 

PSCPets’ state of the art, cold-pressed, soft chew manufacturing process, pet parents will be able to easily 

know that the supplement was actually ingested.  

 

“We understand that when pet parents buy a joint supplement 

they have every intention of giving it to their dog daily 

because it is so hard to see them suffering.”  Said Punkaj Jain 

(PJ), Vice President at ProbioticSmart.com. “However, we 

know that when a pet refuses to take a supplement it can 

make the pet parents frustrated and want to give up. With our 

new PSCPets Joint Support Soft Chews, dogs can now enjoy 

receiving their joint supplement and pet parents can feel good 

about providing it.” 

 

PSCPets Joint Support Soft Chews for Dogs contains a blend 

of ingredients including glucosamine and chondroitin, which 

helps support healthy joints for dogs of all breeds and sizes. These soft chews are easy for pet parents to 

provide daily since they are designed to be palatable so that even picky eaters think they are getting a 

daily treat. The entire line of PSCPets Soft Chew Supplements are available in 2 gram chews for smaller 

dogs under 20 lbs and 4 gram chews for medium and large dogs over 20 lbs. 

 

Pet parents who would like to purchase the PSCPets Joint Support Soft Chews for Dogs can order online, 

or by calling 1-888-873-9719. To learn more about the PSCPets Joint Support Soft Chews for Dogs and 

how it can help dogs improve their joint health, please visit http://probioticsmart.com/pets/pscpets-

brand/pscpets-joint-support-for-dogs.html.  
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About ProbioticSmart.com 
 

Launched in 2009, ProbioticSmart.com is a revolutionary site for pet parents who are focused on their 

own health, as well as the health of their four-legged companions. Established to form a connection with 

their customers, ProbioticSmart.com offers high-quality products to help keep the whole family healthy. 

When consumers shop at PSCLife.com and PSCPets.com, they know they will receive trusted products at 

an affordable price. Best of all, the luxury of shopping from home has the added experience of being able 

to learn more about healthy living with ProbioticSmart.com’s blogs, while also earning PSC Points with 

every purchase, which will accumulate in your account to be used toward discounts on future purchases. 

 
ProbioticSmart.com is a BBB Accredited Business, PayPal verified and SSL Secured via GlobalSign so 

customers know when they check-out, their information will be secure.  
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